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Assignment #3: Abstract Syntax

Note: Your ML code must be submitted in a file named hw3.sml.

Overview
This assignment is intended to improve your familiarity with the ML programming language and to introduce

the notion of and manipulation of abstract syntax trees.
You must include each of the datatype definitions in your submission.
Again, your solutions may not use mutation.

Part 1
Consider the following datatype defining a representation of arithmetic expressions (this could be considered our

first abstract syntax tree for expressions).

datatype arith_expression =

AE_NUM of int

| AE_PLUS of arith_expression * arith_expression

| AE_MINUS of arith_expression * arith_expression

| AE_TIMES of arith_expression * arith_expression

| AE_DIVIDE of arith_expression * arith_expression

;

For this part you will write two similar functions gain familiarity with this (and related) abstract syntax tree
and to tie this representation back to a more familiar concrete syntax. Each of these functions takes an arithmetic
expression (as represented by this datatype) and returns a string representation: one using a traditional infix notation
(as in, e.g., C, Java, and ML), and the other using a prefix notation (as in, e.g., Lisp and Racket).

arithInfixString: arith expression → string
Write a function named arithInfixString that takes an arith expression and returns a string representa-

tion using infix notation for the binary operators with each binary expression parenthesized to preserve operator
precedence. For example,

- arithInfixString (AE_PLUS (AE_TIMES (AE_NUM 2, AE_NUM 3), AE_NUM 4));

val it = "((2 * 3) + 4)" : string

arithPrefixString: arith expression → string
Write a function named arithPrefixString that takes an arith expression and returns a string representation

using prefix notation for the binary operators. For example,

- arithPrefixString (AE_PLUS (AE_TIMES (AE_NUM 2, AE_NUM 3), AE_NUM 4));

val it = "(+ (* 2 3) 4)" : string

Part 2

evalArith: arith expression → int
Write a function named evalArith that takes an arith expression and returns an integer value that is the

result of “computing” (what we will call evaluating) the expression.

Part 3
Consider the following datatype defining a representation of expressions that are not strictly arithmetic.

datatype mixed_expression =

ME_NUM of int

| ME_PLUS of mixed_expression * mixed_expression

| ME_TIMES of mixed_expression * mixed_expression

| ME_LESSTHAN of mixed_expression * mixed_expression

;
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We want to evaluate such expressions, but in attempting to do so we will quickly run into an issue. The evaluation
of a ME_LESSTHAN expression should result in a boolean value, whereas the evaluation of the other constructors should
result in an integer value. In ML, a function can return only a single type of value, so you will need to define a new
datatype.

datatype value
Define a new datatype named value) with (appropriately parameterized) constructors INT VAL, BOOL VAL, and

ERROR VAL.

evalMixed: mixed expression → value
Write a function named evalMixed that takes an expression and returns a value that is the result of evaluating

the expression.
If a result cannot be determined (e.g., evaluation leads to addition with a boolean value), then the result should

be ERROR VAL.

Part 4
Consider the following datatype defining a representation of expressions with variables, thus introducing some

degree of abstraction.

datatype var_expression =

VE_NUM of int

| VE_ID of string

| VE_PLUS of var_expression * var_expression

| VE_TIMES of var_expression * var_expression

;

simplifyIdentities: var expression → var expression
Write the function simplifyIdentities that takes a var expression and that returns a var expression. This

function must simplify the input expression according to both the additive and multiplicative identities on integers
(i.e., n + 0 = 0 + n = n and n ∗ 1 = 1 ∗ n = n), returning the simplified expression.

Tips: Pattern matching is the way to go here (and beyond). Simplify the subexpressions first and then pattern
match against the resulting values.

Part 5

foldConstants: var expression → var expression
Write a function named foldConstants that takes a var expression and that returns a var expression. The

new expression is equivalent to the input expression but with all arithmetic between constant number values reduced
to the result of the arithmetic. For instance, VE_PLUS (VE_ID "a", VE_PLUS (VE_NUM 2, VE_NUM 3)) (represent-
ing a + (2 + 3) will fold to VE_PLUS (VE_ID "a", VE_NUM 5).

You are not expected to restructure the tree (based on associative and commutative properties) to expose addi-
tional opportunities to fold constants.
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Part 6
Consider the following datatypes defining a more general representation of expressions that includes anonymous

functions and function calls.

datatype operator =

OP_PLUS

| OP_TIMES

;

datatype expression =

NUM of int

| ID of string

| BINARY of {opr:operator, lft:expression, rht:expression}

| FUNCTION of {parameter:string, body: expression}

| CALL of {func:expression, argument:expression}

;

Anonymous functions are likely unfamiliar, so let’s give some concrete syntax to help clarify. Using the expression
data type, one can represent the anonymous function fn x => x + 1 as written in ML as

FUNCTION {parameter="x", body=BINARY {opr=OP_PLUS, lft=ID "x", rht=NUM 1}}

gatherIdentifiers: expression → string list
Write the function gatherIdentifiers that takes an expression and returns a list containing all of (the strings

contained within) the identifiers (including function parameters) within the expression (these should be in left-to-
right order as they appear in the expression, i.e., lft before rht, parameter before body, and func before argument;
duplicates are allowed).

Part 7
In discussing issues of scope (where a bound variable is accessible) in programming languages, one approach is

to identify the “free variables” within an expression. A free variable (use, technically) is one that is not bound as a
local variable or parameter; in short, it is a variable whose declaration comes from outside of the expression under
consideration.

We can define free variables based on a case analysis of the expression data type.

• NUM n - there are no free variables in this expression

• ID id - id is a free variable in this expression

• BINARY {opr, lft, rht} - the free variables in this expression are those free in either the lft or rht expres-
sions

• CALL {func, argument} - the free variables in this expression are those free in either the func or argument

expressions

• FUNCTION {parameter, body} - the free variables in this expression are those free in the body that do not
match the parameter

freeVariables: expression → string list
Write the function freeVariables that takes an expression and returns a list containing (the names of) all of

free variables in the expression (these should be in left-to-right order as they appear in the expression constructors;
duplicates are allowed).

Part 8
One model of program evaluation is based on substitution. More specifically, when a function call is evaluated,

that evaluation is realized by substituting (i.e., replacing within the tree) the argument expression for the function’s
parameter wherever it appears free within the function’s body.
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Consider the following function call, as represented using the expression data type (i.e., (fn x => x + 1) 2 in
ML syntax).

CALL {func=FUNCTION {parameter="x", body=BINARY {opr=OP_PLUS, lft=ID "x", rht=NUM 1}},

argument=NUM 2}

Substituting the argument into the body in place of x will result in the following expression.

BINARY {opr=OP_PLUS, lft=NUM 2, rht=NUM 1}

We will start with a simple substitution and then consider improvements in later parts.

simpSubst: expression → string → expression → expression
Write the function simpSubst (“simp” for simplistic, not simple) that takes an expression, a string, and

another expression. This function must replace, within the first expression, every occurrence of the string (as
an identifier, not parameter) with the second expression. This function is meant to be an unrestricted substitution
without regard to whether a variable appears “free” or “bound”.

Part 9
The above substitution strategy (intentionally, for illustrative purposes) contains an important flaw regarding

“bound” variables. In particular, using an ML syntax, when substituting 3 for x in the following expression, the
most nested occurrence of x should not be replaced because it is bound to the parameter of the surrounding function
(and, in fact, should certainly eventually be replaced by the expression 99).

x + ((fn x => x + 1) 99)

So substituting 3 for x should replace only the “free” x to give
3 + ((fn x => x + 1) 99)

instead of
3 + ((fn x => 3 + 1) 99).

betterSubst: expression → string → expression → expression
Write the function betterSubst that takes an expression, a string, and another expression. This function

must replace, within the first expression, every free occurrence of the string (as an identifier, not parameter) with
the second expression.

Part 10
Alas, there is still an issue with substitution as just defined, though this issue is a bit more subtle. Consider the

following function call.

((fn x => (fn y => x + y)) y)

This call is a bit peculiar because argument y appears free in this expression and is also bound within the nested
function. For our purposes, let’s assume that this y is a global variable.

The issue is that substitution as presently defined “captures” that y as indicated in the following code (with an
asterisk denoting the original argument). So now, instead of that y denoting the value of the global variable, it is
another copy of the paramter.

(fn y => y∗ + y)

Instead of fixing the issue, this part requires only detecting if such an issue will arise during substitution.
To be more explicit, the “variable capture” issue is the attempt to substitute an expression into the body of a

function when that expression contains a free variable matching the parameter of the function.

willCapture: expression → string → expression → bool
Write the function willCapture that takes an expression, a string, and another expression. This function

must return true if substitution of the second expression for the string within the first expression would result
in variable capture.

The most complicated part of this is the handling of the FUNCTION constructor. Make use of the freeVariables

function to determine if the parameter is free within the expression being substituted and to determine if the string
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is free within the body of the function. In particular, a function will only capture a variable if the expression
being substituted contains the function’s parameter and the function’s body contains the variable for which we are
substituting. Note, as well, that if the function’s parameter matches the specified string, then a substitution would
not take place (since any use of the string within the body is bound to the parameter) so the function cannot lead
to capturing any variables.
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Logistics

• Strive for simplicity in your programming. Write short helper functions.

• Be certain that you can do each part of this assignment as you will use these features in later assignments. Ask
lots of questions.

• Grading will be divided as follows.

Part Percentage

1 10
2 10
3 10
4 10
5 10
6 10
7 10
8 10
9 10
10 10

• Get started now to avoid the last minute rush.


